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Faculty
reps to be
appointed

ONLINE

&elusive slideshow of
Relay For Ufe at DEN Online
,. Dennews.com Associate Editor
Adam Testa attended Relay For Life
and spoke with the participants.
See the pictures and hear the
audio on our Web site.

dennews.com

Faculty Senate to hold
special meeting for
appointments

OPllOON

Former President Clinton
bas the right idea

By Jessica Kinsella

n New opinions page editor Jim

Staff Reporter

Allocco tells readers why he thinks
Ointon's time in the spotlight In
recent days is not undeserved.

Page 4
CAMPUS

Voters register on ca111pus
to wote in Nov. election
,, Abooth in Coleman Hall is
attracting students sign up to
perform their civic duty.
Rnd out how successful the
efforts are inside.

Page 5
ONLINE

Podcast with Michael Kleen,
author of Coles book
n Michael Kleen, author of
L•ds and Lore of Coles County,
spoke with the Daily Eastern
News this weekend on the various
rumors in and around Charleston,
his lime as a paranormal
investigator, and his thoughts of
the truth behind haunted places.

dennews.com

SPORTS

Men's ngby d•b pl•J for lowe
of the sport, anrecognized
n Eastern's rugby club team does
not get official NCAA recognition,
but the EIU Hornets play hard
anyway. P.ead about their efforts in
our sports section.
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ERK HllTIER I THE DAILY WJERll llEWS
Lincoln resident Kristen Flesher, a junior business management major, receives a water balloon during one of
the Residents on Campus Olympics, as part of ROCFest, Monday evening in the South Quad.

Ready to ROC
.

On-campus residents
compete in games in
South Quad
BJ Megan Cruz
Staff Reporter

The South Quad was full of
Residence Hall chaos Monday
night.
SPORTS

Eastern football controls its
own destiny after rivals lose
n Winning 10 straight conference
games should be enough to make
Eastern the favorite for winning the
Ohio Valley Conference, but just in
case tt is not, it helps to have ear~
co-favorites Jacksonville State and
Eastern Kentucky having taken a
conference loss already.
Now Eastern controls its own
destiny in its quest to repeat as
conference champion and advance
to the NCAA playoffs.

Page 1Z

it was night rwo of Residencs On
Campus F~c. the event was the
South Quad Olympic:., sponsored
by Eascern's Residence Hall
Association.
ROC Fest is a weeklong event
for students who live in on-campus
housing including the halls, Greek
Courc and Un9versity Court.
"This is RHA's way co
incorporate the residence halls

Srudencs were racing around the

m friendly compecicion. Tc's our

sidewalks with bananas, jumping
co a finish line in pillowcases and
cossing wacer balloons back and
forch.
However, chis was noc chaos,

version of Greek Weck," said Eric
Dusanek, Rl IA programming and
diversity coordinator.

ROC Fest this week
,, Volleyball at 5 p.m. Tuesday
in the Student Rec. Center
n Karaoke at 7:30 p.rn.
Wednesday in the Thomas
Party Room
,, RHA meeting and dinner at
5 p.m. Thursday in Taylor Hall
,, ROC Fest semi-formal at 8
p.m. Friday in Pemberton Hall

n SEE llOC, PAGE z

Networking day connects jobs, students
By lelly Crement
Staff reporter

Jan Stevens has an alternative co
srudcncs who arc finding chc jobhuncing process daunting.
"Career nerwork day is a grcac
opponunicy for srudenrs co get
their name out to many employers

ac once. rather chan mailing doz.ens
of resumes," said Sccvcns, the job
fair coordinator for Easrcrn's career
services.
Finding a job or internship may
be overwhelming for some, but
career services tries co hdp with
career necwork days.
Career Services is holding a

career network day from l 0 a.m.
co 2 p.m. Thursday in the Grand
and University ballrooms inside the
Martin Luther King Jr. Unjversity
Union.
There is no charge for current
students co attend the fair.
I>

SEE IETWOHllKi, PAGE 8

The Faculty Senarc will hold a
spedal meeting today co decide the
other cwo faculty members joining
the presidential search.
The commitccc consiscs of four
members, one chosen by University
Professionals of Illinois and the
other by Faculty Senate.
Asscgc
HailcMariam,
psychology prof~or and chair of
Faculty Senate, has already been.
chosen as one of che members in
the search for che nC\Y presidem.
She was an obvious choice
since ir has been cradirion for the
chair of Faculcy Scnare ro be one
of the appointments for the search
committee, said John Scimac,
geology/geography professor and
Faculcy Senate recorder.
··Ir's rcaJly important she's there,"
said lhomas Sinclair, assistant
profcssor of special education and
Faculcy Senate member.
·The senate asked ocher faculty
members who might be interested
in being apart of the search
commiccee to apply by e-mail,
Stimac said.
Faculty members had co answer
cwo questions, which arc posted on
the link co the faculcy senate on the
Eastern Web sire, in 150 words or
less, Stimac explained.
Faculty members had to submit
a hard copy and clccrronic copy co
HaileMariam so senate members
could narrow down the applicants
to rwo candidates ar the meeting,
he s.Ud.
Since the process will take a
while, it's chc only topic on the ·
agenda, Sinclair said.
The senate believes there will be
a large number of faculty members
interested in being a pare of the

committee, Stimac said.
Faculty members were cold to
have the questions e-mailed by
noon on Monday, he said.
The meeting will rake place chis
afternoon at 2 p.m. in the Booth
Library Conference Room 4440.
Recommenda~ons for job fair

,, Bring a resume

,, Wear business attire
» Research the companies
you may be interested in

staff
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Kardyn Zmijewski, a freshman
early childhood special education
major, said she participated
because she wanted co support
Lawson Hall. She learned that
tossing warer balloons is difficult,
especially when the sun is in your
eyes.
Sara Jobe participated in the
water balloon toss as Katelyn's ....
partner.
Jobe,
a
freshman
dementary
education
major,
participar~ because she said it
sounded like a ton of fun, and she
wanted to support Lawson Hall,
which she believes is "the best hall
on campus."
Throughout
ROC
Fest,
studenrs who live on-campus are
invited ro participate in a number
of activities during the week to
earn points for their halls. Monday
night's South Quad Olympics had
three events; the pillow cise race,
the water balloon toss and the
banana relay.
The
remmg
ROC
Fest
champions Thomas Hall took
first place in the pillow cise race
with Carman Hall in second and
Lawson in third.
One-by-one
teams
were
eliminated from the water balloon
ERK HILTllER/lltE DAILY EASTERI llEWS
toss until Carman hall took the
l
viccory.
Taylor Hall resident Will Seidelmann, a sophomore special education
A tiebreaker put Taylor Hall in
major, peels his banana while out-running Carman Hall resident Andy
second, and Lawson H all in third
Laird, an elementary education major, to the finish line during the
once again. For the final event, the
Banana Relay as part of the Residence On Campus Olympics in the
banana relay, Tayi r Hall was the
South Quad Monday evening.
winner, Carman all was second
and Lincoln,
evenson, and
Douglas Halls took third.

Never bring a knife to a gun fight
Editor's Not~: Associate Online
Editor Adam Testa is going through
the Citizen i Police Academy and
recottnting his experiences. Read
them each week at http://www.
dcmews. com. then in the pap" on
Tttesdays.
Never bring a knife to a
gunfight.
Or so that's how the old saying
goes, but ac Thursday's meeting of
Citizens Police Academy, I learned
how wrong the old adage is.
The night's lectures on how
lethal and dangerous a person wirh
a knife can be really opened my
eyes to a whole side of things l had
never thought of before.
wrhe more you know about
knives, the scarier they become,tt
said Sgr. John Bennerc, our
defensive caccics teacher for che
session.
First of all, not every person has
a gun in his or her home, but you
would be hard pressed co find a
home without a knife.
This basically means chat every
person has access co a deadly
weapon.
Sgt. Brad Oyer calked co
our class abouc the dangers of
knives in close range combac and
demonscrated knife attacks and
ways to accempt co defend onesel£
In close range combat, a knife
is a much deadlier weapon that a

firearm.
Wirh a firearm, there are
only cwo ways co stop someone
completely.
The fuse is co bleed chem our, or
cause them to lose blood until they
lose consciousness or eventually
die.
11-ie ~che.r i$ to •hav¢ a. direct '.

hie in the cencral nervous sysrem,
which is the area in a rriangle shape
around the nose.
With a knife, the risk is much
higher and the process much faster,
especially if someone manages co
hit an artery.
"An arterial cut with a knife can
cause unconsciousness in second,"
Oy,c:r said. Dearh can soon follow,
coo. With a gunshot, it may cake
minutes.
One reason that police officers
have to learn co defend themsdves
from knives is that in close range
situation where an assailant is
armed with a knife, the officer may
not even have time co pull cheir
gun and fire before rhe assailant is
rw;hing them.
All officers arc trained in
defending themselves from knife
of their training.
arracks as a
Another aspect of defensive
tactics we learned Thursday nighc
was the Cooper Color Codes of
Meneal States.
Cooper's Codes assign different
colors to different sraruses of
awareness, ranging from whice co
black.
People who are in the White
Stage are people who are not
watching their surroundings or
paying attention co where they
are going. People in W'hice are the
most likely co be vicrims of crime.
"People walking down the
street looking at their feec are more
vulnerable," Oyer said.
Oyer caught us that people
in White often become the
unsuspecting, easy targets for
people looking for a victim.
Many people are in White when
they are driving, which causes a
majority of. the,.u¥fip.~iclcnts on.•

part

the highway.
Also, people often slip into
White when they are jogging or
running and they have music
playing in their headphones.
"You can't hear the car coming,"
Oyer said. "You can'c hear the car
honking ac you."
Yellow is the next stage after
Whire, and in Yellow, a person
is alerc co their surroundings and
aware of what is going on. Most
people are in Yellow 99 percenr of
the cime.
Orange and Red are the next
rwo stages where one considers
raking aetion and rhen actually
takes it.
Black is the final scage.
Black Stage can basically be
described as the "deer in headlights"
scage, Oyer said.
At this poinr, che person is in
a complete stare of panic and is
unable to cake action.
The lecture really hie home co
me because ic made me realize thac
half the time I am walking around
and driving, I am in White stage. I
now realize that this is potentially
dangerous and char I really need
co begin paying arrencion co my
surroundings more.
I highly suggest that everyone
else cry to do the same.
By just paying attention co
whac is going on around us, we can
make oursdves much safer.
After Thursday's session of
Citizens Police Academy, all l 0
parricipancs there agreed chat we
had more respect for the work chat
police officers do.
If all citizens could complete
the program, it would probably
have the same efrect on all of them
too.
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Information & Entry Form
Eli~ble

Entrants:

Current students of Eastern lllinois University. Any major, any
status (grad/undergrad/part-time, etc.).

Dates:
Entry deaclline........................................... M1dntght, Oct 3, 2006
Selected photos printed/displayed.............................Oct 6, 2006
"People's Choice" voting deadline..........................Oct 18, 2006
Awards Reception (Bookstore Lounge)......3-4pm, Oct 20, 2006

Entry Format I Media:
A complete entry includes both of the following:
I. Entry form (below) filled out and turned m to the Union
Bookstore Customer Service counter (one fonn per photographer).
2. Origmal photographs (digital or scanned), e-mailed to
eiubookstore@yahoo.C'om. (hard copy photos will be accepted.)
Subject matter h "ope•1", lull \hnuld relate to EIU or Cok< ('ount~
1

in '\fllll<." "a~ .
Note: Approx 12 selected photos will be pnntcd (roughly 24" x 28"1
and displayed m lhe Uruon Bookstore for the noxt year (or two).
Jud~n&

Criteria includes:

• positive school image
• clarity/quality of image

• :;chool spirit
• creativity

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

PrizesfReco~ition:

The jury will select twelve ( 12) images to be printed and
displayed in the University Union Bookstore. The public will
vote at the Union Bookstore for the "People's Choice" award
and the Jury will select a "Best of Show", plus 2nd & 3rd
place images. In any case, Jury decisions are final.
- "Best of Show" -$50 Bookstore Certificate /Print /Award Cenificate
• ··People's Choice" -$50 Bookstore Certificate IPnnt /Award Certificate
• 2nd Place -$30 Bookstore Certificate /Award Certificate
- 3rd Place -S25 Bookstore Certificate /A>vard Certificate

For more information contact:
Judi Konrad - 581-5821 or Jon Crask- 581-5334
detach entry for m here

Name:
Phone:-------------~
_ _ _ _ _ _e-mail:_ _ _ __
Signature:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
By submJtting photographs to the Bookstore
Photo Contest, you acknowledge that you are
the photographer, and that the University Union
has free right to use the image as needed.
Submit on.-: ...ntry form. Enter as many images
as you wish.
, , .. ,_!W.. .... .

I
I
~

CAMPUS

I LATINO HERITAGE MONTH

cm
Uncoln Academy of Illinois
award accepting nominations
Faculty and staff may nominate a
student graduating in 2007 to be the
student laureate recipient of the Lincoln
Academy of Illinois Award.
Students will be judged on their
academic achievement and overall
excellence in curricular and extracurricular activities.
The winner will attend an awards
ceremony and luncheon in Springfield
on Oct. 28.

e campus
"

Basic Digital Cameras
Time I 9 p.m.
location I CATS Training Lab, McAfee
1214

Tips for Surviving Mid-Terms
Time I 4p.m.
Location I Effingham Room,
University Union
ERK HILTNER I THE DAILY EASTElll IOIS
Alex Hivoltze-Jimenez, a graduate student from Boston University, speaks during a panel discussion about femicide along the border between the
United States and Mexico.

·Invisible murder
Eastern professor examines
femicide in Mexico with
documentary

ANGELA AGUAYO

I COMMUNICATION STUDIES PROFESSOR

"There's a serious problem - in terms of a ~ulture - in it being
OK to murder women."

By Sarah Whitney

The network coordinates tours where people can When does day become night, he explained after
learn more about the situation jn the cwo cities. the presentation.
Cardenas was Aguayo and Hivoltz.e-Jimenez's
"Incersection for me, these killings are being
judged by the sacred and the profane," he
leader while they filmed their documentary.
Aguayo is planning a second crip co Juarez explained while illustrating an intersection of
with in the next year. Studenrs, professors and religion and gender.
scaff interested in getting involved can e-mail her
If a woman is defined as a profane thing, then
violence is acceptable, he said.
at ajaguagyo@eiu.edu.
"We are all living a nightmare 'that will never
Afterward showing the film, the two
and Suzanne Enck-Wanzer, communication end," Neyrac's mother said in Spanish on the film
scudies professor, lead a discussion about the about the problems her funily has c:xperienced
disappearances, the Mexican media coverage, with the law and media coverage since her
the failures of the local governments to solve daughter's disappearance.
The local authorities produced a body
the murders and what students can do to get
and said it was Neyrac's. The family sent the
involved.
Enck-Wanzer, whose research focuses on body's DNA co the United States for outside
domestic violence, brought the women's deaths confirmation. When the results returned - after
co a more local level.
the Cervantes family has buried the remains "What happens when we start calking about the test determined chat the body did not belong
femicide as our problem?," she asked attendees. co Neyrac.
The authorities also accused Neyrac's father
She gave an example of an estranged wife.
According to the Bureau of Justice Scatistics, and cousin with her murder; both were corrured,
more than 1,500 women are killed in the United Aguayo said. Her father was lacer released, but
the cousin was jailed for three years and only jusr
States each year by their spouses.
How co prevent rape on campus, was anocher released cwo weeks ago.
question she asked. Audience members replied,
The family does not believe the father and
"Don't walk alone ac night," or "Don't wear short cousin committed che crimes. Nor do they
skirts." She then asked, "Whac do you cell men?" believe she died because she was a prostitute or
The room was silent. "Exactly." she responded.
drug addict, a characterization made by the local
"Gee men to scop seeing abusing women as newspaper and authorities of the women who
their cultural right and the violence will stop," disappear.
Tears come to her eyes while Neyrac's mother
she said.
Hivolw:-Jimenez echoed chis idea when he cclls the camera: "My daughter is a young woman
talked about intersections or the point when like you."
two things meet and looking at the point. For
She holds a picture of her daughter with the
example, the intersection of day and night: word, "justicii' written acrosS me top.

I
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Marriage in Argentina
Time I 6p.m.
Location I Charleston Mattoon Room
University Union
Sociology Oub Meeting
Time I 6 p.m.
Location I Blair Hall Room 3108

More info

News Editor

Neyrac Cervantes was 15 years old when she
disappeared. She was not a prostitute or addicted
ro drugs. but poor. She worked at a men's clothing
score. Every night, she would walk home. But
one night in 2003, she never came home.
Hundreds of pink, wooden crosses line the
rughways in Juarez and Chihuahua, Mexico.
Each one represents a young woman, like
Cervantes, who has either been murdered or
reported missing.
Juarez is a sister city to £1 Paso, Tc:xas, and
Chihuahua City is in Chihuahua, the largest
state in Mexico. In the past 10 years, more than
400 women have been murdered in these two
towns and another 600 reported missing.
Angela Aguayo, communication studies
professor, has seen the crosses, calked to the
families of the missing women and made a
docwnentary - along with Alex HivoltzeJimenez, a graduate srudenc ac Boston University
- co cell Cervantes', along with the ocher missing
.
womens' scones.
Aguayo and Hivoltze-Jimenez debuted their
documentary citied, "Ni Una Mas" last night in
the Charlescon/Mactoon Room in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union as pare of
Eascern's Latino Heritage Month celebration.
"There's a serious problem - in terms of a
culture - in it being OK to murder women,"
Aguayo said to incroduce the film.
For the most part the local authorities do
nothing, said Macrina Cardenas, legislative
coordinator for tbe Mexico Colidarity Network,
in the film while standing alongside a highway
where several pink crosses stand in gravel dire.

How to Work a Career Fair
Time I 6 p.m.
Location I Martinsville Room
University Union

I 581-7831

Interviewing Strategies for CIS Majors
with AITP
Time I 6:30 p.m.
Location I Lumpkin Hal\

ourmistakes
In Friday's edition of the Daily
Eastern News, the names of Kelly
Putlak, Jenni Ketchmark and Mallory
Hausman were mispelled in an ad.
The News regrets the errors.

COMMENTS

I CORRECTIONS I

EVENTS
To report any errors, local events or
general suggestions for future editions
please contact our news editor, Sarah
Whitner, via:
Phone I 5S1·794Z,
E-mail I DENnewsdesk@gmail.com
Office visit I 131 t Buzard Hiii.
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ISSUE I Student appointments
to the presidential search
committee

Anderson
must .look
beyond
himself
Former president
COWMllST

Eascern could use more Student
Senace members like.Mark Bates.
Bates and ocher senate members
raised concerns last week on an issue
chey could have easily let slide.
Student Body President Sean
Anderson's self-nomination to the
Presidential Search Comminee raised
eyebrows among some members of
Student Scnace.
le is imponant chat Anderson looks
funher than himself when considering a
qualified candidate.
Ac the Sepe. 20 meeting, Anderson
would likely not have received enough
votes co confirm him to the collUillrccc,
which was formed to search for a
replaccmenc for Eastern's retiring
President Lou Hencken.
Confirmation of any committee
member requires a two-thirds majoricy
vote by the Student Senate. Members
of the Committee of Legislative
Leadership, which recommends the
passage or rcjcccion of Student Senacc
legislation, expressed concern and
disappointment wich Anderson's sdfnominacion.
Committee members need to be
recognized for being raising concerns
wich the incerescs of Eastern students.
The committee criticized the sdfnomination and asked the president to
open che search to all studenu.
The Presidential Search Commirccc
only has two student sears, and Amanda
Raz, student executive vice presidenc,
already 6Jls one.
Bates said char he was not opposed
to Anderson serving on chc committee,
buc wanu candidates ro go through an
appointmcnc process.
Even if Anderson is the best-fit
student for the position, there needs to
be a more expansive search.
It should be ensured to the student
body that any appointee is dedicated co
the well being of the student body as
well as the university.

..

I JIM ALLOCCO

keeping occupied
This past week, former President Bill
Clinton has been making bigger headlines
than the current man in office.
Hopefully his opposing views can be
scrong enough to stabilize a country chat
has conservative ideologies making up the
majoricy of all branches in the checks and
balances system.
On Fox News Sunday, former President
Bill Clinton defended himself against
rightwing attacks saying his administration
was weak on terror.
The subject is increasingly touchy
following scenes from che ABC docudrama
that contradicted the findings of che 9/ 11
Commission and criticized the former
president's handling of Osama bin Laden.
"I goc closer to killing him (bin Laden)
than anybody has gotten since. And if I were
still president, we'd have more chan 20,000
troops there (in Afghanistan) crying co kill
him," said the former president, referring to
the number of troops in Afghaniscan.
He added chat the size of U.S. forces in
Afghanistan is roughly one-seventh chat of
forces in Iraq and that Al-Qaida was not
operating out of Iraq until the United States
invaded.
He said Fox News's Chris Wallace met
with him to discuss the Clinton Global
Initiative, but quickly turned the interview
into partisan policies.
These were the same hardliner
conservatives chat attacked him for
"obsessing" over bin Laden while president,
Clinton said.
It was nice to finally sec someone
speaking out against partisanship in the
media who doesn't have a show for Comedy
Central.
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And it doesn't hurc chat it was a former
president.
Until recently, Clinton has stayed low-key
in making attacks on politicians, but he has
been stayipg in the headlines for his strides
toward global peace and prospericy - such as
his work with former President George H.W.
Bush in the 2004 Tsunami Relief campaign.
Last week, the Clinton Global Initiative
raised about $5.7 billion co help world
progress.
The program is commined to global
health, povercy alleviation, climate change
and mitigating religious and ethnic conflicts
in the world.
A $3 billion dollar pledge from Richard
Branson, CEO or Virgin Group, and a $14
million pledge by First Lady Laura Bush
headlined the initiative, which is only in its
second year.
Last year ic raised $2.5 billion.
This is not much money compared co the
hundreds of billions of dollars spent on the
War on Terror each year.
But the Clinton Global Initiative is a
promising scan toward a more positive
approach to world changes.
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The editorial is the majority opinion
of The Daily Eastern News editorial
board.
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{U-WIRE) STORRS. Conn. - Fashion
models have become so chin, now, chat even
some designers arc refusing chem.
Apparently, some of chem have realized
thac clearly visible ribs and hipbones maybe
aren't quite as sexy as they might have
originally thought. Unfonunately, not
all model bookers and designers have yet
caught onto that logic because extreme,
and dangerous, thinness arc still Strongly
encouraged.
The demand is powerful enough chat
many models refuse to seek medical
attention for possible eating disorders.
Of course, most every woman (although
the number of males with earing disorder
victims is rising, ic is still a very small
minoricy) suffering from an eating disorder
will initially refuse creacment for it, but most
of chose women aren't all buc required by
their jobs and managers to starve themselves
to the brink of death.
Like most American teenage girls, I had
a vecy poor self-esteem and body image in
high school, and regrettably, I began to try
to 6x my "problem." While I won't disclose
the full details of my panicular problem
here in the pages ofThe Daily Campus, I
will say that I was lucky enough to have
family and friends who saw what I was
doing to myself and cared enough co stop
me before my problem spun out of conrrol.
It's still a prcrcy powerful urge, tboughand I can sympathize with every girl and
woman who has looked at herself in the
mirror, picked herself apart and berated
every single physical feature. It's one of the
most horrible and mosc addictive behaviors
in the world - to hate with a burning
passion the only body you will ever have.
When I sec or read about these
dangerously chin fashion models, it reminds
me of the sad face chat chis cycle is only
going co concinue unless we can actually
do something about ir, and even then, we'll
never completely get rid of eating disorders.
In a brief glimpse of hope, the
coordinators of a fashion week recently held
in Madrid simply banned models weighing
less than about 125 lbs. That's still prercy
underweight, though, considering chac the
average runway model's height tends to
hover around che five-foor-ninc mark.
Basically, the fashion week organizers still
wanted their models to be chin, but they
just didn't want co go for the starving-todeach look. Even more ironic is the fact that
in the world's wealthiest and faccest nations,
we idolize these women who essentially
more resemble an emaciated child from the
third world rather than an average woman.
Or do we?
I'll hazard a guess here chat noc only
are the fashion industry and media (at
least some paru of the media) pushing an
unrealistic and unattainable image onto
young women, but they arc also pushing a
mostly undesirable ideal.
In ocher words, I don't believe chat
mosc men really find the frail and famished
supermodel-weighing in at about 100 lbs.
with a height of five-foot-ten-generally
very accractivc. Of course, a meaningful
relationship is based on far more than
mere looks, but it's my understanding chat
many guys like a few curves here and there
- depending on individual preference,
naturally.
Ccnainly, it isn't the desires and casrcs of
the average man chat dictate whac cypc of
model designers will hire, nor is it the ideal
(more specifically, healthy) body cypc for the
average woman chat influences designers'
choices. Fashion designers choose such chin
models Gccausc they don't want women's
bodies to interrupt the cloches they arc
displaying. That's right - fashion designers
don't hire healthier-looking models because
the audience might be distracted by chem
and noc focus on the cloches. Maybe
chat's because a healthy woman is indeed
what we arc hard~wir~ t<? ~d att;ractivc., ••
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I VOTER REGISTRATION

College Democrats sponsor voting
Registration begins with 32 students
signing up to vote, deadline is Oct. 10
BJ Sarai! WllitHJ
NetiS E<itor

Students who had classes in Coleman yesrerday walked
past Kiki Bachdor.
The sophomore sat at one of the foldout tables ser up
between the first and second floors. She was trying to get
studenrs co register to vote.
"If the students would get our and vore, they'd pretcy much
decide what happens in the town," she said.
The philosophy major has a personal reason co gee students
to vote.
She:\ a member of the Army National Guard. So a !or of
what goes on in Washington, affects her and her family, she
said.
"h 's very important to be that scudencs not only rcgisrcr,
but exercise rheir right to vote and let their voices be heard
because there's only so much I can do," she said. "And it's
frustrating when students ace like evems in the world don't
affect them because they do."
Most students were too busy walking to class ro stop. even
when ~he gave them the option ro take rhe form co class and
bring it back co her afterward.
"The cypc of form we use makes it easier for srudencs," she
said.
"Students don't need an ID or proof of residency co register.
The form only requires name and the student's address. If chey
wane to register to vote at home, they can put that address.
If they want to vote in Charleston, they put their campus
address.
Thirty-two students signed up co register yesterday. The
number pleased Bachelor because, she said, on average only
20 to 25 srudenrs register.
Justin Lopez., a junior recreation administration major,
was one of those students. He was on his way to give a study
abroad presentation about his trip to Australia to a class when
he stopped.
"People don't care these days, and its too disheartening,"

EllC HR.TIO I THE MILT WTEll IEWS

Kiki Bachelor, a sophomore philosophy major, looks over the 32nd voter registration form filled out in Coleman Hall Monday
afternoon.
Lopez. said about why he registered.
Bachelor plans to drop off the forms today at the courthouse,
which will mail the forms on Friday.
Students who registered yesterday can expect to gee their
voter registration cards in chc mail ar the end of next week at

the earliest.
The vorer regimacion drives are sponsored through the
EIU College Democrats. Bachelor said the group is working
with the business scheduling office to schedule another drive
for next Tuesday. The final day to register is Oct. 10.

CAMPUS I LATINO HERITAGE MONTH

Presentation, movie to expose students to Latino culture
BJ Stepllen Di le•ecletto
Staff reporter

Eastern professor Vanessa Landrus will
give insight into Argentinean marriages in a
presentation today being offered as part of
Latino Heritage Month.
The event will takes place at 6 p.m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon room in the Marrin
Luther KingJr. Universicy Union.

The "Marriage in Argentina" presentation
is open for any student to attend and will
include a movie tided "El hijo de la novia."
"[The movie] is a fairly new movie, which
deals with issues of civil and religious marriage
and divorce in Argenrina as seen by both
the new and old generation," said Vanessa
Landrus, a foreign language professor.
Landrus will be hosting the presentation
and plans on supplying preliminary

information prior to the start of the movie.
"My introduction will offer a background
for students co have a better undemanding of
the movie's subject matter," Landrus said.
Her introduction will include information
on how the ceremonies arc hdd, what age
people usually get married and when they
decide to have children.
Landrus was born and raised in Argentina
and moved to the United States in 1999. She

attended Eastern as an undergraduate scudcnt
and completed her graduate studies ar the
Universicy of Illinois.
She has been reaching at Eastern for three
years and has been on the Latino Heritage
Celebration month committee ever since.
"I believe this is a great opporrunicy to
raise cultural awareness, and for srudenrs to
get an insight of how marriage is celebrated in
Argenrina," Landrus said.
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JOB FAIR COORDINATOR

"Career network
day is a great
opportunity for
students to get
their name out to
many employers at
once ... "

n Networking
FROM PAGE 1

'Alumni and non-students arc
charged $10 to artcnd. The network
day offers full-time jobs and
internships for spring and summer
2007. Students arc encouraged to
look over the list of businesses on
Eastcrn's Web site, Stevens said.
Stevens recommended that
students research businesses before
they co me so they are knowledgeable
about the companies they are
interviewing with. This can bdp
them carry on conversations. There
is no specific number of jobs or
internships offered, but currently
on the Web site rhere are 114
businesses looking to hire, Stevens
said.
"Appro~ 750 students
artended career network day last
year," Stevens said.
All majors are invited to come
and see what jobs and internships
arc out there for students. Students
arc required to dress in business
- casual and have a prepared resume
for prospective employers. Career
SCrvices also offel"S a workshop on
how ro prepare for a career fafr.
There will also a workshop today
in the Arcola-Tuscola room of
the union from 6 to 7 p.m. The
workshop offers tips on how to talk
to recruiters, pick the right business
and critique their resumes. Career
Services also offers students mock
interviews on Oct. 5.
Students can practice their
interviewwg
skills
with
a
professional. Mock interviews are
by appointment only. Srudcnts can
call career services at 581-2412 for
an appointment. A list of Businesses
' arc available on Eastcrn's Web site
at www. ~du/ ,careers. Students
are also en~cd to call Career
Services with any questions.

BIC RIB I TIE DAILY EASTEll IEWS
Senior sociology major Hopeton Dias watches as on Linda Moore, director of Career Services, edits his resume during the Resume Blitz on
Monday afternoon in the Human Services building.

EIU Safety Week kicks off
BJMatt Hopf
Student Government Reporter

Srudenc Body President Scan
Anderson campaigned on a
platform chat included campus
safety when he was elected this
spring.
This week is EIU Safety
Week, a program put together
by Anderson to get input from
students on safety issues thac need
to be addressed. Students will be
able to voice their concerns to
University Police, the grounds
crew and Srudcnt Government.
"EIU Safety Week is an event
that I puc together after I had
received many safety concerns
from srudenrs across campus,"
Anderson said. •There have been
so many students and f.tculcy
that have been supportive and
very helpful in the success of this
week."

There are a few spots on campus
chat have already been reported as
being trouble spots.
"I have heard of a few areas,
especially the Panther Trail and
Greek Court," Anderson said.
Anderson presented his plan at
last week's Student Senate meeting.
Solutions to some of the problems
Anderson pointed out could
be inscalling more lighting and
security cameras. Anderson also
presented to the Residence Hall
Association. RHA represencacives
were to bring back the information
on Safety Week co their respective
halls.
"We are relying on hall
councils to make sure there are
representatives present," said RHA
Presidenc Carrie Muller.
A section of campus will be the
focus of each night.
Representatives from each
floor of the residence halls, Greek

Court, on-campus apartments and
athletic team members have been
asked to attend.
All students arc encouraged to
attend che event. Srudcnt Senate
members were asked ro volunteer
co hdp run the program.
On
Monday
night,
representatives from Greek Court
and Carman Hall met in front of
the 9th Street Academic Advising
Center.
Today, the mcering will
take place at 9 p.m. outside of
Stevenson food court for areas
wesc of Fourth Street, except for
University Apartments.
Wednesday's meeting will be
held at 9 p.m. for those who reside
between Fourth Street and Ninth
Srreet on the South Quad, and on
Thursday the meeting will cake
place at 9 p.m. in the Newman
Center parking lot for students
living in on-campus apartments.
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Illinois voters
would pay
more taxes
for education

CHICAGO

The Associated Press

SPRINGFIELD - Most Illinois
voters think public schools need
more money and half would
suppon paying higher state caxes co
boost education funding, according
to a new statewide poll.
The poll of 625 registered voters
was conducted Sept. 19-21 by
Mason-Dixon Polling and Research
of Washington, D.C., for Copley
News Service and was published
Tuesday in the (Springfield) Stace
Journal-Register. The telephone
survey has a margin of error of 4
percent.
The poll found 61 percent
of respondents think Illinois
schools are not adequately funded,
compared to 30 percent who
fed they are. More Republicans
than Democrats polled thought
schools had enough money, but
those numbers for both parties
were small Fifty percent of chose
polled said they would support a
state income or sales cax increase
to improve school funding if
property taxes were lowered, while
38 pctcent said they oppose such a

I MAYORAL ELECTIONS

Jesse Jackson Jr. talks
corruption with attorney
The city filed a morion co vacate call me all rhe time," he added.
the consent decree in 2002.
Shakman first sued the city
Law Depanment spokeswoman in the early 1970s after he lost a
CHICAGO - Jesse Jackson Jr.,
who is exploring a possible mayoral Jennifer Hoyle said Shakman and race for delegate to the Illinois
bid, met Monday with the attorney the city are working co reach a Conscirurional
Convenrion.
responsible for a federal court order resolution in the case.
He blamed his defeat on a rival
~The settlement negotiations
chat bars politics from influencing
campaign's use of patronage
involve a number of different workers.
the hiring process at City Hall.
The Democratic congressman possibilities related to our hiring
The resulting 1983 Sbakman
asked Michael Shakman a variety procedures,"
Hoyle said on Decree bars the use of policical
of questions about patronage and Monday.
afliliacion as a basis for hiring all but
public corruption during an hourShe acknowledged that there are about 1,300 of the 38,000 jobs on
long meeting in the attorney's various expenses associared with the Chicago's city payroll.
downtown Chicago office.
case.
A 1987 court document
Afterward,
Jackson
told
"There is a use of resources. there estimated that the city saved $15
reporters that taxpayers need to be is no doubt about that. Bue I just million a year by imposing a ban
educated about the economic costs can't attach a specific dollar amount on political hiring and firing, which
roughly translates to about $33
of "'cronyism." He also criticized co it," Hoyle said.
Mayor Richard Daley's opposition
Jackson, the .son of civil rights million today, Shakman said.
to the 1983 Shakman Decree, leader the Rev. Jesse Jackson, is up
Jackson said city officials need to
characterizing the city's effons to for re-election co the U.S. House of be held accountable for the "massive
vacate the ban as a waste of taxpayer Representatives in November. Once fraud" chat has cost taxpayers
money.
that is over, Jackson says he'll decide millions of dollars.
"I believe fundamentally that it whether co join the race for mayor.
"Changing the culture of
is time for a change and char the
Shakman said his conversation corruption in the city requires more
taxpayers deserve a better steward of with Jackson centered on his legal than mouthing empty words or
their money than they're getting," fight with the city. The meeting was turning a blind eye," Jackson said.
Jackson said.
not an endorsement of Jackson's "It demands a serious, concrete and
A phone message left with the possible mayoral candidacy, he conscientious commitment from
mayor's press office Monday was said.
the top co honesty and integrity,
not immediately returned.
"Candidates and election officials and co fairness for all"
The Associated Press

tax swap.

Another 12 percent were
undecided.
"That's not surprising results foe
a poll question," said Brad Coker,
Mason-Dixon's managing director.
"There's nothing more popular than
schools. Bue history has shown that
when these sons of things gee put
on a ballot and people have co vote
to raise their taxes, they generally
don't."
Gov. Rod Blagojevich has vowed
to oppose any general taX increase.
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Woman arraigned in cut-from-womb case
she killed her pregnant friend and
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her ferus, and a judge entered not

guilty pleas for her as authorities
EAST ST. LOUIS, - A woman
was arraigned Monday on charges
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The Associated Press

MENDOTA- Nearly 50 teachers
walked out in a contract dispute
Monday in this north-central Illinois
town, canceling classes for more than
650 students.
The high school district's first
strike in a quarter century came after
more than 13 hours of negotiations
overnight Sunday failed to resolve a
stalemate that centers on salaries, said
Superintendent Jeff Prusator.
Prusator said no new talks are
scheduled on a contract for Mendota
High School teachers in this LaSalle
County town of more than 7,000
people, about 75 miles west of Chicago.
A spokesman for the union
representing striking teachers did not
immediately return a call for comment
Monday.
The strike is the only current
teacher walkout in Illinois, said Andrea
Preston, spokeswoman for the state
Board of Education.

Spirited debate in Cook County
board president race after raid

I MURDER

The Associated Press

Strike cancels classes at
Mendota High School

continued to investigate her possible
role in the drownings of her friend's
three children.
A St. Clair County judge ordered
Tiffany Hall, 24, co undergo a
psychological evaluation, remain
jailed on $5 million bond and, at
the request of a public defender, be
isolated from other inmates for her
own safety.
Prosecutors say Hall killed
Jimella Tunstall, 23, and her fetus,
which bad been cut from Tunscall's
womb, on or about Sept. 15. She
is charged with first-degree murder
in Tunstall's death and intentional
homicide of an unborn child.
Hall was arrested lase Thursday
and charged cwo days later, the same
day auchoricies say Hall directed
them co the bodies of T unstall's
three children in the washer and
dryer at their apartment. Police said
the children ages 7, 2 and . 1 had
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been last seen with Hall on Sept.
18. She bas not been charged in
their deaths.
"It's going to be some unspecified
time in the future before any
additional charges will be added,"
Sc. Clair Councy's State's Attorney
Robert Haida said after Hall's
arraignment. "In light of the fucc
that the defendant is in custody on
the significant bond amount, she's
nor going anywhere soon. -So we
have the luxury of making sure the
investigation is done."
Haida declined co discuss a
possible motive in the slayings,
saying doing so would involve
airing fucts of the case. According to
aurhorities, she cold police chat she
drowned Tunscall's three children
and scuffed them into a washer and
dryer. Preliminary autopsies on the
childfen Sunday appeared co show
they were drowned, bur thar there
were no signs of physical abuse or
trauma.

CHICAGO - The two men who want
to be Cook County's next boss duked it
out in a spirited debate Monday, hurling
politi~l labels and accusations at eacti.
other like boxers throw punches.
The matchup between Democrat
Todd Stroger and Republican Tony
Peraica comes just days after the FBI
raided county offices as part of an
investigation into political hiring.
Stroger, a Chicago alderman, cast
himself as a "progressive Bill Ointon
Democrat." He called Peraica, who
is a county commissioner, a "radical
George Bush Republican on the far-right
fringe."

Obama' s ZOOS reported
income nearly $1 .7 million
WASHINGTON (AP) - For the Barack
Obama household, 2005 was a very
good year.
According to joint tax returns filed
with the Internal Revenue Service and
released to The Associated Press, the
Obamas, with their two girls, had $1.67
million in total income last year - about
$70,000 more than the total for all of
1998 through 2004.
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I WAR ON TERROR

U.N. expert warns of anti-rights trends
The Assoiated Press

GENEVA- Secret detention
centers and some of the other
measures used in the war against
terrorism are part of a global trend
undermining basic human rights, a
U.N. expert said Monday. •
Martin Scheinin, a Finnish
expert who reports to the 47-nation
U.N. Human Rights Council on
the respect for human rights in
combatting terrorism. did not
single out the United Scaces. But
he was clearly referring to some

practices which President Bush's
adminiscracion bas been criticized
for, including secret CIA prisons and
the "rendition" of some prisoners to
other countries where they may face
torcure.
"The most alarming trend (is)
quesrioning or comp romising che
absolute prohibition of torture and
of all forms of crud, inhuman or
degrading treatment," he told the
council. Scheinin noted countries
are continuing to pass new laws
to confront terrorism that may
have "very real" negative effects on

human rights.
He cited "secret places of
detention, renditionffighcs, cargeting
of minorities" and restrictions on
freedom of expression, association
and assembly and due process
as some of chc measures causing
concern.
Some countries are applying
"measures against terrorism without
defining the term," and there is a
"well-established trend of states
resorting co the notion of terrorism
to stigmatize political, ethnic,
regional or other movements they

WORLD
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fore Nov.1
Free meals &
arties, hottest deals ever Group
iscounts on 6+ Hottest Spring
Break Destinations 1-800-426·
710 or www.sunsplashtors

Park Place Apartments: 1 unit
available immediatly call for
details. Contact Jen 348-1479
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 00

_ 9127
PENCE'S
ON
JACKSON.
CCEPTS DEBIT & VISA. DROP
BY AND SEE ALL OUR COOL
LOTHES AND ACCESSORIES!
217-1345·

New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus.
Across from Lantz. fully
Furnished. Call Today for
Lowered
Rates.
Grantview
Apartments. 345-3353.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

1---- -- -........~9128

Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3
BR Apts. available for second
semester. Call 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Reading 'Couneil
holastic Book Fair Monday,
tember 25 through Tuesday,
ober 3.
Buzzard 1320.
here will be a book drawing
n Oct. 3 for ALL those who
urchase books

r•'

for rent

vailable Immediately· One
room duplex. Water and
rash included. $325 per month.
48-7733;512-0334
1--- - - - - - - 9 1 2 7
rand new home 2nd semeo;ter
bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, 3 car
arage. No pets. 345-9267.
i---------9129
LD TOWNE APARTMENTS:
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
0 CAMPUS. 4 LOCAT!ONS
0 CHOOSE FROM 345-6533

1---- ------00
ouses for up to 7 located
ampus side of Lincoln on 1st
nd 3rd street. Call 345-5048

AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2
person Central air, w/d, garage.
No pets. 345-7286 www.
1w1ll1amsrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

6 bedroom house close to
campus, 3 bathrooms, 2 living
rooms, Large Kitchen. Stove,
refrigerator, washer and dryer.
Available for the 06-07 school
year for more info www.
poteeterentals.com or 217-3455088
- - - - - - : . . . . - - - - 00
5 bedroom house on 6th Street, 2
bath, Large bedrooms completely
remodeled new carpet, stove,
refrigerator. Enclosed back porch
and dining room. Available for
the 06-07 school year for more
info www.poteeterentals.com or
217-345-5088

_________

()()

1430 112 9TH ST VERY
AFFORDABLE.
4
BDRM
UPSTAIRS APARTMENT. 1 112
BATHS. OFF STREET PARKING.
NO PETS. 348-8305
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Available Oct 1st One:br apt.
water&trash included, off-street
parking. $375/mo. Buchanan
Street Apt. 345-1266

1---- -- - -- -00

$.30 per word for the first day
$. 10 per word for each additional consecutive day

Help Desk analyst Cu~tome
needed ior Con~olidit
CommunicallOn~ digital v1d
and DSL customers. Candidat
with networking principles,
troubleshooting ability, an
customer service backgroun
need apply Spanish speakin
agents needed. Submit resum
to
cgerdes@staffsolutions.biz.
Apply at 700 W. Lincoln Ave,
Charleston. Office hours M·
8a-6p, 217-639-1135.

~upport

Fashion Retailer.
Excitin
Career Opportunity. Maurices i
looking for a dynamic, energeti
perwn to become part of ou
fashion team. We are seeking a
individual who is interested in th
career opportunity of: Part Tim
Assistant Manager. Manag_emen
candidates must have previou
retail experience and the abili
to create sales and mottvate sal
associates. This ~ition requi
customer service experienc
and involve day, evl'ning, an
weekend hours.
Maurie
offers
you
comprehensiv
training, generous associat
discount, and the opportuni
to join a progressive, growin
company with a proven recor
of promotion from within. T
Apply for this ~111on, st
by Charleston Maurices store.
For more information abou
Maurices visit our website a
www.maurices.com All Repli
Confidential-EOE

The New Rockome is hirin
waiters and waitresses for it
newly renovated restaurant.
Applications are available a
the Rockome office or on-Im
at www.rockome.com. Return
applications in person-Monda
through Friday, April 10· 14
Call (217) 268-4106.
- - - - - - - - - 00
Advertising
RE'pre-entatlv
Wanted: Fill out application ct
Student Publication~ OffKe 1
Buzzard

........

......, .... ...._. ..,.u·1 ,
w..'VcknnC"w com

Wanted: apartment mate, grea
location, great price, availabl
now. Rent your O\\O room o
9th street. Females only. C.111
(2171493·9234

powers of police in the investigation
or prevention of crime."
Scheinin complained that many
governments have failed to respond
ro his inquiries and requests to
make an inspection visit. Scheinin
is one of a number of independent
specialists who report to the council.
Judith A. Chammas, the deputy
chief of the U.S. mission co the
U.N. in Geneva, said the United
States agreed that governments
must fulfill their obligations under
inrernational law when combating
terrorism.

I JAPAN

Nationalist Abe's rise could herald
new age of rivalry with China
The Associated Press

TOKYO - Nationalist
Shinzo Abe moved toward
an easy viccory in Tuesday's
parliamencary
decrion
for prime minister with a
promise to create a more
assertive nation and give its
m iii rary a larger international
role.
The
entire
Japanese
Cabinet
resigned
early
Tuesday ahead of the vote in
parliament, paving the way
for rhe new prime minister
to appoint his own Cabinet
later in the day. Abe's Cabinet
picks were expected to reflect
his aims for a diplomatically
and economically strong
Japan.
Abe, 52, won a landslide

WORLD

viccory in last wc:ek's ruling
parry presidential election,
making ic all but certain that
parHamenc will elecc him.
Bur the surge in Japan's
assertiveness coincides wirh
the spectacular rise of China's
clout in the region - risking
ever greater competition over
resources, political influence
and military stature in an
already unstable region.
Beijing reacted resrily to
Abe's landslide victory in last
week's ruling party elections,
issuing a terse staremenr
urging the new leader ro
improve frayed bilateral
relations.
Despite that, it's still not
clear whac effect Abe's rise
will have. His nationalist
credentials could give him

room domestically ro reach
our co China by shielding
him from charges ofweakness
from Japan's increasingly
vocal right.
He's hi need at that already,
publicly acknowledging the
need to strengthen ties with
China. A top Abe aide on
Sunday said setting up a
meeting with Chinese leader
Hu Jintao was high on the
new leaders agenda. Still,
elements of Abe's program
could complicate the road to
bercer relations. Though softspoken, Abe has some bold
goals: he promises to raise
Japan's international stature
and revise the country's
pacifist
constitution
to
give the military a more
prominent role.

I TURKEY

Army will protect Turkey's secular system from
growing lslamist threat, top general says
The Associated Press

ChiropracticAsst. NeededM,W,
from 7:30-11 :30 Mattoon. Cal
235-4664

Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

simply do not like."
Another worrying trend is
the tightening of immigration
controls on the pretext of fighting
terrorism, including the use of
racial or religious profiling, sharing
of information between countries,
"new forms of long-term or even
indeterminate
detention"
and
the denial of guarantees of legal
procedure, Scheinin said. He
also warned against "the trend of
terrorism largely replacing drugrdated crime as the primary public
justification for extending the

ISTANBUL,

Turkey

- A top Turkish general said
Monday that increasingly
powerful
lslanlist forces
chreatened the country's
secular sysrem and the
army would play its role
in defending the country
against them, the scare-run
news agency reported.
General liker Basbug's
commencs appeared aimed
at both the Wamic-rootcd
government
of
Prime
Miniscer
Recep
Tayyip
Erdogan, and at European
Union officials who have
repeatedly called on the
Turkhh military to limit its
role with regards to scare
affairs.
The milicary views itself
as the protector of Turkey's
secular idenciry.
Fiercdy secuJar generals
have dirc::ccly led three coups
.since• .1961. and. ousted a

government from power in
1997 for what they saw as an
excessive lslamist bent.
Basbug, head of the
Turkish land fore~, was
speaking ro officer trainees
at the opening of the school
year for a military academy
in Ankara.
"Today I say with sadness
that the reactionary (lslamist)
threat is growing to alarming
proportions, even if some
circles do not accept it," he
said, according co the stacerun news agency Anatolia.
"The: congregacions and
sects are becoming the focal
point of the movements
against
the
(secular)
revolution," he added.
His remarks suggested
the military would nor idly
watch such dcvdopment5.
!he Turkish
armed
forces have always taken
sides and will continue to do
so in protecting che national
scare, the unitary stare and

che secular state," he said.
Although
Turkey's
population is 99 percent
Muslim,
state
organs
designed
co
be
are
uncompromisingly secular.
Even wearing a traditional
headscarf
is
Islamic
forbidden in schools or
gQvernmenr buildings, and
the currenc p rime minister
has spenc time in jail for
reciting an Islamic-themed
poem.
"The
principle
of
secularism is the cornerstone
of the Turkish Republic's
values," Basbug said.
Lawmaker Faruk Cclik, a
member of Erdogan's ruling
parry, responded to the
general Monday. saying it
was the responsibility only of
the governmenc co counter
any Islamist threat.
He also argued for the
lifting of restrictions against
religious
education
in
Turkey.
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I U.S. CONGRESS

Speaker threatens to halt defense bill
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON
House
leaders are holding up action on a
major defense bill, demanding chat
unrelated measures on immigration
and court security be attached.
The demand leaves uncertain
whether Congress will pass the bill
which authorizes military pay raises,
weapons spending and research
programs considered vital co

NATION

national security before the budget
year srarts on Oct. I .
Lawmakers are in a lase-minute
crush co pass several cop-priority
bills before leaving at the end of the
week co campaign for the Nov. 7
midterm elections.
The House and Senate lase
week were nearing a deal on the
2007 defense bill when House
Speaker Dennis Hastert decided
it should become a vehicle for the

I ARMY

Hastert, R-Ill., wants co attach
the Senate's anti-gang provisions co
the defense bill, along with a separate
proposal boosting protection of
judges after the family of a federal
judge was killed in Chicago.
According
to
Hasterc's
spokesman, Senate Republican
leaders had promised co help pass
the court-security legislation before
Congress leaves town.
"The speaker will not move the

immigration and court security
legislarion.
The House last week passed by a
328-95 vote legislation that would
make it easier to detain and depon
illegal and criminal immigrants
in a bid to help curb gang
violence.
The Senate in May passed a much
broader immigration measure that
also included provisions targeting
immigrant gang members.

BOONDOCKS

bill unless these two security items
are added co the measure," said
Hascerc's spokesman Ron Bonjean.
Senate Democrats, including
Minority Whip Dick Durbin,
D-Ill., supporc tightening court
security.
But the House-passed version,
which would allow a judge co carry a
concealed weapon, has cooled their
supporc for allowing the passage of
the measure.

I AARON McGRUDER
NEVER?!! YOU'VE NEVER
OATB? ANYONE 9\AQ(?!!
HOW ABOUT ASIAN. OR
LAllNA?

Stretched by war demands,
Army extends combat tour
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Army is screeched so thin by the war in
I.raq chat it is again extending the combat tours of thousands of
soldiers beyond the promised 12 months - the second such move since
August.
Soldiers of the 1st Brigade, lsc Armored Division had been expecting
co return co their home base in Germany in mid-January. Instead, they
will stay an excra 46 days in Iraq, until lace February, the Pentagon
announced Monday. The soldiers are operating in western Anbar
province, one of the most violent parts of Iraq.
The Pentagon also announced char the 4th Brigade, lsr Cavalry
Division will deploy to Iraq 30 days earlier than scheduled, starting
in lace October. The announcement did not say why the speedup
was deemed necessary, but three officials who spoke on condition of
anonymity said it is part of a plan co beef up forces in Baghdad, where
U.S. and Iraqi troops are struggling to contain insurgent and sectarian
violence.
The Pentagon said troop rotations could be changed even further
"based upon changes in the security situation." Sectarian killings in
Baghdad and continuing insurgent violence elsewhere in I.raq have
foiled Pentagon plans co begin a rroop reduction chis fall.
"The Army is corning to the end of irs rope in Iraq," said Loren
Thompson, a defense analyse at the Lexington Institute, a private
research group. "Ir simply does nor have enough active-duty military
personneJ co sustain the current level of effort."
Of the 142,000 U.S. troops now in Iraq, nearly 120,000 are Army
soldiers.
The rour extension affects about 3,800 soldiers in the 1st Brigade,
1st Armored, officials said.

NATION I ECONOMY

Prices for homes face
biggest dip in 11 years
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON -Annual existing home prices declined in August
for the first time in more than a decade as sales fell for a fifth straight
month.
The year-over-year drop in median sales prices represented a dramatic
rurnaround in fortunes for the once high-flying housing market, which
last year was posting double-digit price gains.
"Pop goes the housing bubble," said Joel Naroff, chief economist at
Naroff Economic Advisors. He predicted prices will rumble farther as
home sellers struggle with a record glue of unsold homes.
The National Association of Realtors reported Monday that sales of
existing single-family homes and condominiums dropped 0.5 percent
last month co a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 6.30 million units.
That was the fifth straight monthly decline and left sales 12.6 percent
below the pace of a year ago.
The slowdown in sales meant that the inventory of unsold homes
rose co a record 3.92 million units at rhe end ofAugust. At last month's
sales pace, it would take 7.5 months to clear out the backlog of unsold
homes, the longest stretch since April 1993.
The median price of a home sold lase month fell to $225,000. That
was down 2.2 percent from July and down 1.7 percent from August
2005. That marked the fuse year-over-year drop in home prices since a
0.1 percent fu.lJ in April 1995.
Last year, when the five-year housing boom was reaching its peak,
median prices posted a string of double-digit gains on a year-over-year
basis. The median price is the point where half the homes sell for more
and half for less.
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ACROSS
1 1968 U.S. Open
winner
5 "_Easy"
(19n Ronstadt
hit)
10 Big name in
pineapples
14 Shell game, e.g.
15 Appointed
16 Popular
computer
operating
system
17 Dollars tor
rocket research?
19 Trillion: Prefix
20 Sitter's handful
21 Prefix with
dollars
22 "Vamoose!"
23 Housetop
laborer
25 Former F.B.I.
chief Louis
21 Clearasil target
29 Lipton
competitor
-

33 Ex-Giants
quarterback Phil
36 Nothing can
escape from one
39 "Star Trek:
T.N.G."
counselor
40 Kind of club
appropriate for
this puzzle?
41 Country singer
McEntire
42 Oawdfing
44 Waste conduit
45 .,.a-taI"
46 Largest
continent
48 Yellowfin and
albacore
51 Montezuma's
people
55 Sounds of relief
58 Soothing stuff
60 Curly's
assaulter
61 Month before
Nisan
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62 Fabrics
manufacturer?
64 Hefty volume
65 Daughter of
Lear
66 _ onto (grab)
67 Otherwise
68 With regard to
69 Hess who was
adame
DOWN
1 Up and about
2 Jerky sort
·3 Oprah's
production
company
4 Cousin of a
cassowary
5 Often-unpaid
worker
6 Wilson's
predecessor
7 Blue toon
8 Madrid mister
9 Peculiar
10 Killer tulip?

No. 0815
11

12

13

14

17

20
23

Puzzle by l>8Vkl Sulll..n

33 Norms: Abbr.
44 Evaluated, with 54 1965 march site
"up"
34 "Dies_"
55 Fill beyond full
47
Idiot
11 Lulu
35 Double agent
12 Old Italian
49 Pale with fright 56 Teen tave
money
37 Director Jean50 One reporting to 57 Pinup's legs
Godard
13 Midterm worry
a looie
59 What Mrs. Sprat
38 Territory
18 Glasses,
52
Post with good
couldn't eat
informally
40 Goat-man of
etiquette
62 Refrain syllable
myth
22 Pursue
53 Some sports
commentary
63 Big film inits.
2A Trio running the 43 Debtors' notes
Mafia?
26 Write on glass, For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a
e.g.
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
28 Raven-colored Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
30 Marcus who
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
co-founded
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year).
63-Down
tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
31 Hamburg's river Share
solvers: nytimes.comi1eamingtxwords.
32 Orbital period
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I NOTEBOOK

Graziano working to
maintain team focus
By Israel Carrillo
Staff reporter

Head coach Frank Graziano said
even though cvcryching has been
perfect up co chis point, the blowout
victories could create a coaching
dilemma.
He said be was worried about the
team losing focus and will continue
ro coach the team on the defense in
game situations.
The Panthers have not given up a
point chis season.

Panthers earning goose eggs
The Panthers arc on a ninegame winning streak that began last
October when they beat Tennessee
83-0.
This season, Eastern bas scored
333 points and have nor given up a
point.
Daring back co lase season's 250 win against Texas A & M, the
Panthers scoreless srreak has reached
five games.
Even though the streak continues,
Graziano said last week's 60-0 win
was a wake up call.
"Playing Bowling Green really
caught us to play bctcer rugby,"
Graziano said.
Bowling Green hdd Eastern to its
lowest offensive output of the year
Saturday by not allowing the Panthers
co their rucks, or defensive stands up

the middle.
Bowling Green's defense forced
che Panthers to cut the corners and
get to the outside and rely on speed.

Records fall vs. Bowling Green
Junior outside center Eileen O'
Rowke recorded fow assists against
Bowling Green and moved into fifth
place all-time with 22 in her career.
Senior By half Laura Valcore
moved inco sixth all-time on the
cackJe assists list with 18.
In the season opener against
Central Michigan, sophomore wing
Samantha Manco tied the singlegame scoring record which was held
by cwrent assistant coach Bricrany
Brown.

SPORTS NETWORK TOP ZS

l·AA COWGE FOOTBALL POLL
fhl ~ce \'Oles in parentheses

1. New Hampshire Wildcats(80) 3·0
2. Appalachian St. Mountaineers(22) 3-1
3. Furman Paladins
3-1
4. Montana (irizzhes
2-1
5. Cal Poly Mustangs
3-1
6. Illinois State Redbirds
3-1
7. Richmond Spiders
3-0
8. Youngstown State Penguins 3-1
9. Massachusetts Minutemen
3-1
10. Southern IHinois Salukls( 1) 3-0
11. North Dakota State Bison
3-0
12. Hampton Pirates( 1)
4-0
13. Northern Iowa Panthers
2-1
14. Portland State Vikings
3-1
15. James Madison Dukes
2-1
16. McNeese State Cowboys
1-2
17. Delaware Blue Hens
2-1
18. UC Davis Aggies
2-2
19. Towson Tigers
4-0
20.EASTEllll
2·2
21. Western Illinois Leathernecks 3-1
22. Harvard Crimson
2-0
23. Albany &-eat Danes
3-1
24. Western Caro&na Catamounts 2-1
25. Northern Arizona lumberjacks 2-2

Games getting heated, phpical
Freshman lock Erin Norton said
she noticed how much tougher
Bowling Green was than any other
team they have faced this season.
She said Bowling Green had more
high tackles than other teams.
Bowling Green was also frustrated
throughout the match, shouting
repeated profanities.
"I've seen it and heard it before,"
Brown said.
Brown said she didn't make a big
deal of the cackling because none of
Eastem's players were injured.

Others receMng votes: Alabama A
&M 132, Georgia Southern 92, Maine
68, Central Connecticut State 67,
Chattanooga 64, Tennessee-Martin 59,
Princeton 50, San Diego 46, BethuneCookman 41, Wofford 37, Tennessee
State 20, Monmouth 14, Southern Utah
14, Eastern Kentucky 13, Mississippi
VaDey State 13, Elon 11, Jackson State
11, Northwestern State 10, Columbia
8, Penn 8, Sam Houston State 8,
Grambling State 6, Jacksonville State
6, Central Arkansas 5, Charleston
Southern 5.

H

Daniels

FROM PAGE 12

Regardless of a win, the Panthers will still have co win
the OVC like they did last year to advance again to the
playoffs.
When this game was finalized last March on the
schedule, it solved the Panthers problem off having a bye
week.
Defensive coordinator Roe Bellantoni said at the time
thac his players don't come co Eastern co have bye weeks.
They come to play football.
Bue with the early season injuries to Clint Sellers and
Clayton George, plus the banged-up bodies of Tristan
Burge and Ryan Voss, this week would be a perfect time
to have a bye week.
Especially considering the Panthers are coming off a
24-13 conference-opening win at Samford and now have
to shift gears and worry about an I-A team.
"le would have been more convenicnc (to have the game
nor interrupt conference play) bur ic didn't fit into their
schedule and ic didn't fit inco ours," said Eastern acting
head coach Mark Hucson. "And ic just so happened that
both the open dares we had and they had worked out."
Sellers (shoulder) and George (knee) are practically
done for the season, while Bwge is still sore from a
sprained knee and Voss is nursing a sore shoulder. Voss,
who injwed it in the second week against Indiana Seate,
re-injwed ic dwing the fuse series of the Sarnford game.
Hucson said Voss will have an MRl coday and he
mighc be a game-time decision on how much he plays
Saturday.
Another game-time decision Hucson and Bellanconi
will have co decide on is how long to keep the starters in
the game. This is a perfecc test for the younger Panthers
co get game experience against an I-A team.
Experience that will only hdp chem lacer on in their
careers.
Eastern players will enjoy the experience, the beautiful
weather and maybe even a possible win.
Foocball is a violent game played by big, strong, fut
young men.
Injuries can happen at any moment on any play.
Bue the Hawaii experience for Eascern won't be as
joyful if the Panthers aren't able to come away from
paradise injury-free heading into the brunt of conference
play.
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Panthers record 40th OVC win
Eastern first in conference
history to reach milestone
By Kevin Murphy
Staff Reporter

Easrern defeated 'Iennessce-Marrin ar
Lakeside Field 1-0 on Friday, ro secure their
place in Ohio Valley Conference history.
The win was the 40ch OVC win for
the Panthers. They arc rhe only ream in
conference history to record 40 wins.
"Ir's a great statement on che cradirion
of the program and the players that played
here before and th~e young women here
now and rhey laid a greac foundation for
us and chis program," said head coach Tim
Nowak. "I remind our currenc players every
day whac those women before them did."

Defenders step up
Sophomore defender Ashley Slota missed
both games rhis weekend. She attended her
brother's wedding.
Junior defender Karisa Brenner slid over
to Slota's position and freshman defender
Maggie Gabris played on che left side.
"I thought Karisa and Maggie had a fairly
decent weekend," Nowak said. "There's a Joe
of competition for playing time."

Battle of freshmen goalkeepers
ln che game against UTM, che Skyhawks
and Panthers both started freshmen
goalkeepers.
"I chought both goalkeepers had a good
game," Nowak said.

Freshman goalkeeper Cara Sullivan of
UT-Martin was last week's OVC goalkeeper
of the week.
"She proved ic. She made some good
plays," Nowak said. "She dealt with crosses
well."
Williams posted her fim career shutoul
in Friday's 1-0 win over che Skyhawks.
"I thought a full week of training would
benefit her," Nowak said. "She rewarded
herself with her firsr career shucour."

Family on the field
Murray State junior forward Jill Nowak
and Eastern head coach Tun Nowak arc
cousins.
"She played well today," said ·nm
Nowak.
Jill Nowak has started all nine Racer
games and has had two shots on che year.
"It was fun for her and fun for Tun co
have their family our here watching both
teams," said Murray State head coach Bech
Acre man.

Steinhaus moves up on the list
Junior forward Michelle Steinhaus
scored the only goal in Friday's win against
the Skyhawks.
It was her 13th career goal, which put
cied her for ninth place on Eastern's all-time
list with Valerie Pourch.
She has three goals this year and needs
one goal to move into an eighth place tie
with Diane Markus.
"It feels good. Whatever helps the ream,"
said junior forward Michelle Steinhaus said.
"Anything I can co do help is awesome."

AMIR PREUBm ( THE DAILY WTERll llEWS

Freshman Alexis Miller scored a late goal against
Murray State to force a 1-1 tie Sunday afternoon.

n Football
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"I think the loser of that game
is in deep trouble when you look
at rhe Ohio Valley Conference."
Dougherty said. "Ic's always been
a team wich a 7-1 or 8-0 record
thac wins it."
The nacional perspeccive on
Eastern is that the offense needs
to conrinue its improved play
during the conference season
to make it back-co-back playoff
appearances.
The road trip that looms large
for the Panthers may be the Ocr.
28 game at Tennessee-Marcin.
The Skyhawks, who have
never won an OVC title in school
history, has the fourth ranked
total defense in the nation and
are on a three-game winning
streak.
"They are a very dangerous
team and a developing program
that now has cwo solid running
backs," Dougherty said. "They
have similar styles with Eastern
having a greac back and both
wich solid offensive lines."
There is a bit of irony.
The newfound deprh of the
OVC will make the conference
a one-bid league for the I-AA
playoffs for a third consecutive
year.
"The schools chat consistently
would filJ the bottom are bercer,"
Dougherty said, "With Tennessee
State and Martin, along with
Samford, become reams that will
knock off rbe cop schools."

Eastern Dlinois University

Doughnuts Are On Sale in the
"Leading ~mployer of EIU students"
.; Part Time, 2Shrs/week
.; Flexible Schedules
.; Resume Builder

.; Hourly wage + bonus

Consolidated'
market response

Apply Today: 700 W. Lincoln Ave., Charleston IL
Office Hours: Mon.-Fr. 8am - 6pm 217.639.1135

UNIVERSITY UNION PANTHER PANT RY

$5.00 Per

Dozen
$2.50 Half

Great IoN Prices! ! !
100 Dozen
Krispy Krerne Doughnuts
EVERY THURSDAY at
7 am
Call 581-3616

IMPORTANT HEALTH lllFORtlATIOllf

Attention First Year Students!
Restaurant & Catering

SLEEP IN
EAT OUT
breakfast till 2pm
EVERYDAY

345-7421
7th & Madison

The CDC and EIU Health Service highly recommend all first
year college students receive a meningitis Immunization!

\ster to Wednesday September 27th
p\us ~e9 ~so
••No

"''"a"
snoPP\o9
spree.\

10am-2pm
Mattoon/Charleston Room

·
appointments
required!**

cost is $85 and wlR be bllled to student accoLRlf

across 7th Street from the
Uptowner
www.whatscookin.info
wireless internet ready

For more Information call 581-2727
' .'

SPORTS
TUESDAY
~~or-;

9.cb.

J

·scor~oard
PANTHER SPORTS SCHEDULE
MEN'S GOLF

TUESDAY at DePaut lnwitatlHal I
Prairie Ridge Golf Club, West Chicago
V«>MEN'S GOLF

TUESDAY at a.tJer hmtationat
Plum Creek Golf Course, Indianapolis

I

MEN'S SOCCER

WEDNESDAY at IUPUI
Indianapolis

I 6 p.m.

WOMEN'S SOCCER

FRIDAY vs. Soatheast Missouri
3p.m. Lakeside Field

I

VOl1EY8AU.

FRIDAY at Morebead State
Morehead, Ky.

I 6 p.m.

MAn DANIELS I OUT OF BOUNDS

Hawaii trip
provides
few benefits
Hawaii head coach June Jones
said Monday morning char his
ream would trcac Sarurday's game
against Eastern "just like a reglilar
game.
While che former NFL head
coach, now in his eighch season
wich the Warriors, says the game
againsc Eascern is another normal
game, ic's not.
Eastern has nothing to gain
from chis crip, ocher than enjoying
the beaucifuJ weacher of Honolulu
and seeing historic sires like Pearl
Harbor. Or maybe seeing one of
che ream's coaches or players dance
at che team luau Thursday night.
The ceam docsn'c stand much of
a chance against che I-A Warriors
and their run-and-shoot offense.
Hawaii will throw rhe ball on
almost every play and quarterback
Colt Brennan should have nearly
300 yards passing if he plays che
entire game.
That's nor a knock against che
Pancher secondary, as they played
much berter against Samford than
rhe first three games; it's just how
Hawaii plays.
Brennan's has had games of3SO
passing yards against Alabama, 296
against UNLV and 388 againsc
Boise State.
The Panthers, barring a miracle
win, have everything ro lose in
this game. A loss doesn't hurt cheir
playoff chances, seeing how they
will most likely need to win out
in che Ohio Valley Conference co
make the playoffs.
A win will not help the ream's
playoff chances.

n SEE DAlllELS
PAGE 10

Matt Daniels is a junior journalism
major. He can be reached at

..-1els@eia.eda.

EIK HILTIEI I THE DAILY EA.STEii Im
Sophomore tailback Norris Smith receives a handoff from quarterback Mike Donato during Saturday night's 24-13 victory over Samford in
Birmingham, Ala. Smith carried the ball eight times for 26 yards against the Bulldogs adding to his season total of 291 rushing yards.

-'Road Warriors'

Win on Samford's soil leaves Panthers tied atop OVC standings
IJ Mattllew Steweas
Sporls Reporter

Afrer week. one, rake the preseason poll and
flip it over.
Of the cop five reams in the Ohio Valley
Conference, four of chem have already lost
their opening game and the one team lefc
undefeated is Eastern Illinois.
"I think Eastern Illinois is certainly in
rhe drivers sear as far as che Ohio Valley
Conference," Spores Network I-AA n:porcer
Marr Dougherty said.
Currendy, road reams are 1-S chis season
with the Panthers the only ream with che victory.
Murray Seate lose ac Tennessee Scare rwo wc:cks
ago, preseason favorite Eastern Kcnrucky lost

CWB SPORTS

at Tennessee Tech and Jacksonville State lost at
Tennessee-Marrin.
"I don't know why it's so hard to win on the
road in che OVC honesdy," Eastern defensive
coordinator Roe Bellantoni said. "It's not as
if the stadiums arc huge so, it muse be the
rravd."
The Panrhers coaching staff is not ready afrer
the first game to declare a repeat conference
championship, especially after the sering of
recent upsecs.
Bur chey recognize gercing char road vicrory
is a big confidence boost.
"I was talking with coach Spoo and asked
him about rhe conference and he said he was
our of the predicnon business," Bellantoni said.
, "I chink having that road game routine under

our belt is a major benefit."
Another benefit may be, in a season that
couldn't have gone any worse throughout the
fuse three non-conference games, che Panthers
luck may be going back up.
"We have not played our best football game
yet combining all chree phases of football,"
Bellantoni said. "Jc seems we arc definitely che
road warriors."
This week Jacksonville Scare travels ro
wrern Kenrucky.
Borh already have one loss, making chis not
only a do-or-d.ie game, but a result the Panthers
will be fully aware of before they rake the field
Saturday night in Hawaii.
H

SEE FOOTBALL, PAGE 11

I MEN'S RUGBY

Love of the· game fuels Hornets
BJ Ada• Tedder
Staff P.eporter

Achletes are often criticized for
losing sighr of why they play che
game.
Some seem to be after the glory.
Others are after the money.
Nor many appear to play for
rhe reason chey usually started in
the first place: because they enjoy
the game.
For the EIU Club Rugby
team, the Hornets. ir is one of the
reasons they keep playing.
"Even
though
we
are
nor sanctioned through the
school, the games are still very
intense and taken seriously,"
said Matthew O'Grady, ream
president of Horner rugby.
The rugby team is noc
~anctioned by the NCAA.
There is less recognition for
rhe rugby teams than there is with
ocher programs.
That doesn't change the
face that che reams on the field
are competing and hungry for
victory.
The face that che ream is not
sanctioned does not scop chem

JAY'°81£< I TME DAILY EASTEll IEWS
Junior flank Chad Wilmarth, an education major, strips the ball during
the Eastern club rugby team's match on Saturday afternoon.

from bJ.Jilding rhe camaraderie
rhat other sports develop.
"The team is extremely close,"
O'Grady said. "Not only do we
see each ocher at our practices four
days a week.for cwo hours, bur we
also socialize togecher as well."

The closeness of the ream
translates on co the field.
"This team is a loc more
concerned
with
the
ceam
and not
about
individual
accomplishmenrs," said John
Lydon, who is also che vice

president of the Homers.
Afrer going undefeated in rheir
conference lasr year, they hope
co go inro rhe playoffs and come
away with the championship.
The Hornets compete as part
of the lllinois Rugby Union.
Some of their opponents
include Illinois Stare, University
of Illinois and Nonhwestem
among others.
Bue ro hdp retain rhac focus,
the ream has implemented a rule.
"We don'r go out on Friday
nights before a match," said ream
captain Mike Mikaitis said...We
put in a team rule stating we won't
drink...
Wirh chcir focus intact and
a team chat supporrs each other,
the Hornets play for rhe reason
that matcers mosr. for che fun and
enjoyment.
But chis is no backyard-forfun-wich-friends kind of game.
"Rugby is a spore with no pads
and no protection," Mikaitis said.
"So when guys are running into
each ocher and trying to hun
each ocher, there's going to be
times where chings may get out of
concrol."

